To centre members, newsletter subscribers and members of CORA’s Advisory Board

April 2016

CORA Newsletter 1/2016

This newsletter contains a briefing on the activities of the centre and centre members – both previous and upcoming activities.

With regards to publications the attention must in particular be drawn to: Law in different fields: Public Administration, Governance, The rule of law: Festschrift for Carsten Henrichsen, 2015 (edited by Trine Baumbach, Peter Blume, Michael Gøtze). The Festschrift was presented to professor Carsten Henrichsen at a reception in continuation of a CORA seminar on “Developing trends in public law”, hosted the 7th of January 2016.

The Festschrift contains contributions from 31 scholars – of which a significant part are CORA-researchers – and prominent practitioners. The Festschrift contains a number of articles on public law from a national and European perspective.

Please enjoy the newsletter.

Future conferences etc

Police researchers meeting with associate Professor Otto Petersson, Linné-university in Växjö (Forum for interdisciplinary police research): From legalist to Dirty Harry (on police education), Monday the 25th of April 2016, from 9-11.30.


Christian Klement’s PhD Defence on crime among outlaw bikers was held Thursday 21st of April 2016 at 14.00 in Studiegaarden, Studiestraede 6, DK-1455 Copenhagen K.

CORA thesis seminar is hosted the 3rd of May 2016 from 15-16.00 in the Alexander Hall.

Carsten Henrichsen is participating in the Annual Meeting in the Researchers Network for Nordic Municipal Law, Uppsala, the 11th -12th of May 2016, with a presentation on the relocation of state institutions as a regional policy instrument.
Articles etc.


Adrian, Lin, Challenges in mediation with the public administration as participant, in Trine Baumbach, Peter Blume, Michael Gøtze, Law in different fields: Public Administration, Governance, The rule of law: Festschrift for Carsten Henrichsen, 2015, p. 33-50.


Baumbach, Trine, The Racism Rule. Protection of ideologies or groups, contribution to a debate, Kristeligt Dagblad, 2nd of March 2016.

Blume, Peter, Freedom and administrative law, in Trine Baumbach, Peter Blume, Michael Gøtze, Law in different fields: Public Administration, Governance, The rule of law: Festschrift for Carsten Henrichsen, 2015, p. 155-79

Blume, Peter, The Data Subject, European Data Protection Review vol. 1/2015 p. 258-264

Blume, Peter, Data protection law between integrity and economy, Retfærd 1/16 p. 3-18.

Broberg, Morten og Fenger, Niels, Preliminary references to the Court of Justice of the European Union and the right to a fair trial under Article 6 ECHR, European Law Review, 2016 (yet to be published).

Fenger, Niels og Kryger Gram, Mette, Myths and realities about the obedience duty of officials and the distinction between illegal and manifestly illegal dispositions, Politica 2016 (admitted, yet to be published).

Fenger, Niels, The Administration of Justice Act § 368 a and the rejection of futile appeals, UfR 2016 (admitted, yet to be published)


Fenger, Niels, When do breaches of the warranty regulations of the Public Administration Act result in a decision becoming invalid?, in Trine Baumbach, Peter Blume, Michael Gøtze, Law in different fields: Public Administration, Governance, The rule of law: Festschrift for Carsten Henrichsen, 2015, p. 271.

Gøtze, Michael, Service inspections of commissions of inquiry, Advokaten 1/2016, p. 42-44.
Gøtze, Michael, Inspections in a context of the rule of law, in Trine Baumbach, Peter Blume, Michael Gøtze, Law in different fields: Public Administration, Governance, The rule of law: Festschrift for Carsten Henrichsen, 2015,


Henrichsen, Carsten: The legal security of officials - between politics and professional competency, Interview with Carsten Henrichsen, Bo Smith og Jesper Tynell, Advokaten 9/2015.


Rønne, Anita, Energy Law in Denmark, Chapter 6 in Martha Roggenkamp, Catherine Redgwell, and Inigo del Guayo (eds): Energy Law in Europe - National, EU and International Regulation (Third Ed, OUP 2016)


Personalia

Trine Thygesen Vendius has the 31st of March 2016 resigned from her position as post.doc.

Mette Volquartzen has been employed as PhD scholar from the 1st of March with a project on the core tasks of the police and the core tasks of the security industry (with Henrik Stevnsborg as supervisor). Mette Volquartzen was previously editor at the Danish Broadcasting Cooperation.

Michael Gøtze has been appointed to the Advisory University Assembly at Copenhagen University by the Academic Council.

Carsten Henrichsen has been appointed as member of the focus group of Kammeradvokaten / Law firm Poul Schmith’s investigation of the Danish Health Authority’s inspection cases regarding doctors. Appointed by the Ministry of Health and Elderly.

Appropriations

Henrik Stevnsborg has been granted external funding (705,000 DKK) from SikkerhedsBranchen for the co-financing of a PhD-scholarship. Mette Volquartzen has been employed in the scholarship.

Michael Gøtze has in cooperation with Christian Bergqvist, CESEL, received a grant from the research fund of the Ministry of Justice. The grant has been given to a project on the Consolidation Act on Legal Protection and Administration in Social Matters. The project will shed light on the development in the type and extend of inspection authority and their use in different activity areas.

Previous conferences etc

Developing trends in public law on 7th of January from 14—15.30. With presentations by former ombudsman Hans Gammeltoft-Hansen, Head of Division at The Danish Parliamentary Ombudsman Lisbeth Adserballe, and Professor Carsten Henrichsen, CORA.

CORA-meeting with the direction on the 22nd of January from 9.30-11.

Evaluation seminar for Kristian Bruhn, the 17th of March. Evaluation by: Senior scientist, dr. phil. Karl Peder Pedersen, The Danish National Archives.

Police scientists meeting with Kai Vittrup on February 11th: Danish police and peacekeeping missions.

Roundtable: PhD scholar Henriette Tøssebro, Institute for public law, Oslo University: Revocation, Wednesday the 30th of March from 15-16.30.

Book reception: International Dispute Resolution (by Isabel Bramsen, Jørn Boye Nielsen and Vibeke Vindeløv), Thursday the 31st of March from 15-17.

Niels Fenger has given presentations at the following conferences in 2016:

- When should the Ombudsman go on a charter trip? Afternoon seminar at The Danish Parliamen-
- The rule of law and digital administration, JUC Digitalization conference, January 2016.
- Sanctions connected to a municipality’s lack of supervision with vulnerable children, submission at a hearing at the Danish Parliament’s Domestic and Social Committee, January 2016.

27th European Energy Law Seminar, Haag, 24th-26th of January 2016, with submission by Anita Rønne on “Heat Supply in Denmark: Any Lessons to be learned?”

Kind Regards

Trine Baumbach
Head of Centre